Object of reflection from different disciplines, from philosophy to psychology, to aesthetics, to semiotics, to the history of art, the image, both natural and artificial and artistic, is at the center of the experiences and daily experiences of a number more and more people. In the society of visual communication, subjects prefer to see and 'read' their experiences through images, even when, unfortunately, they are not suitable for transmitting educational and training messages. This visual centrality in lifestyles and learning stimulates pedagogy to ask questions about the reflexes and the implications on growing subjects. The use of images inevitably raises questions about the processes of elaboration, the relationship between verbal texts and visual texts, the implications with the processes of signification. Therefore the need to elaborate a "grammar" of visual texts is outlined [1] , to deal with the complexity of the process of reading the image, with reference to the tools offered by semiotics and visual rhetoric, we think, for example, of the significant contribution by Umberto Eco's interpretive semiotics with regard to the enhancement of the function of images in production and decoding of meanings [2] . The recent attention then by the field of studies indicated as "visual studies" [3] opens up further and interesting fronts of pedagogical research with regard to the implications between image and problems of representation, between image and subjectivity formation, in relation also to the implications that the image has on the level of corporeity, of the quantitative predominance of the visual in cultural forms contemporary, along with the possibility of tracing the gnoseological potentialities of the image [4] in parallel and beyond the linguistic modalities.
